NOTICE OF THE REGULAR MEETING OF THE OAK BAY POLICE BOARD TO BE HELD IN COUNCIL
CHAMBERS, OAK BAY MUNICIPAL HALL, 2167 OAK BAY AVENUE, OAK BAY, BC, ON TUESDAY
FEBRUARY 27, 2018 AT 4:00 PM

AGENDA

CALL TO ORDER:
PRESENTATIONS:
1.

Presentation of Exemplary Service Awards - Sergeant Rob Smith and
Constable Manuel Montero

APPROVAL OF AGENDA
ADOPTION OF MINUTES:
2.

Regular Meeting
Minutes - January 23, 2018

DEPARTMENT REPORTS:
3.

Overtime Reports
Rpt. 1 - January, 2018

4.

Chief Constable's Year-End Report
Rpt. 1 - Chief Brinton, January 30 2018

5.

Support Services Report
Rpt. 1 - Sgt Rob Smith, February 19, 2018

COMMUNICATIONS:
6.

2018 Police Board Meetings & Conferences
Attach. 1 - 2018 Police Board Meetings & Conferences

7.

BC Association of Police Boards 2018 Resolutions
Corresp. 1 - Bill Reid, President BCAPB - February 6, 2018
Attach. 1 - BCAPB Resolution 2018-2, Responding to the Opioid Crisis
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The Case for Prevention
Attach. 2 - BCAPB Resolution 2018-2, Review the Fire and Police
Services Collective Bargaining Act
8.

Motion to adjourn in camera/motion to adjourn.

That the open portion of the Police Board meeting be adjourned and
that a closed session be convened to discuss personnel and legal issues,
which may be dealt with in private under the Police Act.
NEW BUSINESS:
ADJOURNMENT:
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Oak Bay Police Board Minutes
January 23, 2018

MINUTES of the open portion of the regular meeting of the OAK BAY POLICE BOARD held in
Council Chambers of the Oak Bay Municipal Hall, 2167 Oak Bay Ave, Oak Bay, BC, on
Tuesday, January 23, 2018 at 5:00 p.m.

PRESENT:

REGRETS:

Board Members:

Nils Jensen, Chair
Mary Kelly
Blair Littler

Police Board Secretary
Chief Constable
Deputy Chief Constable
Recording Secretary

Helen Koning
Andy Brinton
Ray Bernoties
Laura Lang

Board Member

Brian Rendell

CALL TO ORDER
Chair called the meeting to order at 5:02 p.m.
PRESENTATIONS
1.

Introduction of Constable Manuel Montero

Chief Constable Brinton introduced Constable Manuel Montero to the Board. Constable Montero
started with the Oak Bay Police Department on September 1, 2017 after almost 20 years of service
with the London Police Service in Ontario.
Constable Montero provided the Board a summary of his career with both the London Police Service
and the Military Reserves of Canada as well as some areas he would like to focus on while with the
Oak Bay Police Department.
Constable Montero will be presented with his 20-year exemplary service award at a future meeting so
that his family may be in attendance.
Constable Montero left the meeting at 5:29 p.m. to resume his shift.
ADOPTION OF MINUTES
2. MOVED and seconded: That the minutes from the open portion of the regular meeting of the Oak
Bay Police Board, held on Tuesday, November 28, 2017 be adopted.
CARRIED
DEPARTMENT REPORTS
3.

Overtime Report – December, 2017

4.

2013-2017 Strategic Plan Update
1
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In addition to the information provided in the Strategic Plan Report, Deputy Chief Bernoties noted the
following:






5.

Constable Klein-Beekman has, once again this year, been nominated for the Alexa Team for
his proactive work against impaired driving.
The Oak Bay area has been hit by graffiti in recent weeks and one responsible person has been
identified.
The department currently has five active Reserve Constables, with the hope to recruit more in
2018. Two Reserve Constables attended the 2017 Crime Prevention Symposium in
Vancouver.
All members have been provided with training for Critical Incident Debrief (CID), with the
exception of the two newest members, who will receive this training shortly.
The new Oak Bay Police website is now active.

High Visibility Policing

Discussion held regarding bike patrols and the areas frequently covered. The Board expressed interest
in expanding the coverage of the bike patrols.
MOVED and seconded: That all of the Departmental Reports be received.
CARRIED
COMMUNICATIONS
6.

BC Association of Police Boards (BCAPB) AGM & Conference

MOVED and seconded: That any Board member wishing to attend the BCAPB conference & AGM
being held April 5-7, 2018 be approved to attend.
CARRIED
MOVED and seconded: That the Oak Bay Police Board will sponsor a coffee break at the BCAPB
AGM & Conference.
CARRIED
Correspondence regarding the 2018 BCAPB AGM & Conference received.
7.

Police Board Re-appointments

Discussion held regarding the new process for hiring Police Board members. Past Board member
Sandra Waddington sat in on the interview panel for her replacement and the Assistant Deputy
Minister of Police Services will re-interview the two final candidates for existing position.
Two Order in Council attachments regarding the Police Board re-appointments for Brian Rendell and
Blair Littler received.
8.

2018-2022 Strategic Priorities for 2018

2
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The Deputy Chief has created a matrix which was developed following the all staff meeting held in
early December. This was an information gathering and planning session to address the community
priorities. The matrix shows a number of initiatives with staff taking more ownership and leadership
in several areas. This matrix will be used throughout the year to report on the progress of these
initiatives.
2018-2022 Strategic Priorities matrix received.

9.

2018 Canadian Association of Police Governance (CAPG) Conference
Winnipeg, MB, August 7-11, 2018

The Police Board budget has consistently budgeted for two members to attend this conference
annually.
MOVED and seconded: That this item be tabled to the February meeting.
CARRIED

ADJOURNMENT
RESOLVED that the open portion of the meeting be adjourned.
The open portion of the meeting adjourned at 6:10 p.m.

Certified Correct:

___________________________________
Secretary, Oak Bay Police Board

___________________________________
Chair, Oak Bay Police Board

3
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OAK BAY POLICE DEPARTMENT
MONTHLY OVERTIME REPORT
Month of: January, 2018

Overtime Type
Investigation
Court
Sick Relief
Shift Coverage
WCB Coverage
Special Duty
Training
Meetings
Total
YTD Total Paid
Previous YTD Paid

Overtime
hours
worked
23
118
7
85.5
17
250.5

Overtime
Paid Out
18.5
66
4
51
139.5

Overtime
Banked
(Hours)
4.5
52
3
34.5
17
111

Year to
Date
(hours)
23
118
7
85.5
17
250.5

$13,918.94
$16,615.59
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OAK BAY POLICE DEPARTMENT
MEMORANDUM

DATE:

2018-01-31

TO:

Oak Bay Police Board

FROM:

Chief Constable Brinton

RE:

2017 Year End Report

The following is a synopsis of the department’s activities in 2017.
Community Policing
Community outreach and community based policing continues to be a mainstay for the
Oak Bay Police Department. Highlights include:
The School Resource Officer (SRO) completed a number of programs in our schools
including Safe Transportation to School, the PARTY program to grade 10 students, and
Decision Making sessions with grade 9 students. The SRO made significant strides in
student safety by having a regular presence in school zones to the point of becoming
known positively as ‘our cop’ to many parents. He created a powerful media opportunity
by delivering a speed awareness program where art work created by elementary school
aged students asking drivers to slow down was presented to speeders. He raised the
department’s profile among the youth by attending most major events in the schools. He
also interacted with other school resource officers in the region to ensure we are current
in the programs we bring to Oak Bay. Our SAFE school plans that relate to school lock
down procedures are some of the most thorough in the region and used by other
agencies as a guide.
The Community Liaison Officer (CLO) position was vacant for much of the year but we
were able to reach most of our goals and enhance our service to the community by
sharing the responsibility among other members and staff in the department. We
maintained a close relationship with the Business Improvement Association by attending
their meetings and supporting major events such as the Night Markets and the
Christmas Light Up. We supported the senior community by assigning a senior liaison
member and organizing events such as a Scooter Rodeo, and a Police Choir that
attended assisted living centres at Christmas time. We have a presence on the
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Provincial Committee to Reduce Elder Abuse which enhances police training throughout
B.C. The OBPD hosted an Abuse of Older Adult workshop put on by the BC Crime
Prevention Association (BCCPA) in 2017. Our members presented to law classes at
Camosun College where they were able to develop a relationship with the students and
faculty. We have 2 members on the Greater Victoria Police Diversity Committee made
up of police representatives and community members from many diverse groups within
the CRD. This has been an excellent way to reach these communities and take part in
events such as the Victoria Pride Parade.
Oak Bay saw an increase in bicycle thefts. This led to the launching of a Bike Registry
Program and some covert initiatives that lead to one offender being charged after
stealing a bait bike. Media reported on this which allowed us to get messaging out on
the importance of securing bicycles as well as acting as a deterrent for criminals.
A major asset to the department’s community outreach is the Block Watch program.
This year we saw 56 groups in existence. This is significant for a community this size
and indicative of the level of community pride in here. Our support staff play a large role
in the organization and communication in this initiative. Our members attended all 30
Block Watch parties over the summer with the culmination of the year being a Block
Captain Appreciation Dinner hosted by the department in November. This program has
proven to be an excellent means to connect with the public and to get out messages
around public safety and crime trends.
Our members conducted several hours of high visibility policing activities in 2017:






Police Post: 256.5 hours
Bike Patrols: 106 hours
Foot Patrols: 639.5 hours
Marine Patrols: 76.5 hours
Static Traffic Enforcement: 945 hours

Total: 2023.5 hours
Major Event Planning
This community experiences a significant number of special events either taking place in
or passing through it. The department works with the organizers to develop detailed
traffic and safety plans. In most cases there is a requirement for our members and
reserve constables to be present at the event to assist. Examples were:









Tour de Victoria cycling event
Victoria Marathon
Time Colonist 10 K running race
Oak Bay Tea Party
The Truck Parade
Christmas Light Up
Oak Bay Summer Night Markets
Oak Bay Halloween Festivities

The Oak Bay Remembrance Day ceremony is a major planning event for the department
as we are a lead in it. There have been some changes in the program to ensure an
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inclusive theme while still ensuring the appropriate respect and tradition remains. We
estimate 2000 people were present this year making it one of the largest Remembrance
Day events in the CRD.
Reserve Constable Program
The OBPD Reserve Constable Program has been an invaluable part of our department.
We increased the numbers to 5 active members and are currently recruiting more. They
preform community policing duties such as the Lock It or Lose It program and Speed
Watch. We saw them provide traffic control and public safety roles at all major events as
well as ride-a-longs with our members. These volunteers provided 1064 hours of
service to our community in 2017.
Social Media
We took steps to enhance our social media presence this year. We increased our
presence on Twitter with over 1800 tweets and currently have 5661 followers. There is
also an Oak Bay Reserve Constable Twitter account. We often communicate on
Facebook by linking into the Oak Bay Local Facebook page as ‘Oak Bay Constable’.
The impact of the messaging, discussions, and public safety notices cannot be
measured but we believe it has certainly made us a vibrant member of this community.
We have launched a stand alone website to allow us to offer our services easier and to
post important notices and updates in a timely manner.
Strategic Planning Process
We embarked on the development of our 2018 – 2022 Strategic Plan this year. This
involved an on-line survey, 2 public meetings, a live time social media event, interviews
with stakeholders, and significant advertising through local media and our website. This
identified 3 priorities for the coming 5 years, Traffic, Property Crime, and Public
Engagement/Visibility. Once the priorities were established we met with our staff and
identified several initiatives to address the priorities for 2018. Specific initiatives will be
identified each year with reporting out done quarterly. We were pleased to see very high
ratings including 4.47/5 for our level of Community Engagement already but our aim will
be to increase in all areas. Please see http://oakbaypolice.org/wpcontent/uploads/2018/01/Strategic-Plan-2018-2022.pdf for specifics.
Human Resources
With natural attrition through retirements we hired 2 experienced police officers this year.
Both come to us with great skills and are a perfect fit for the style of policing in Oak Bay.
With the retirement of Deputy Chief Thom in early 2017 the Police Board undertook a
recruitment and hiring process to replace him. This resulted in the hiring of Deputy Chief
Ray Bernoties in May 2017. He has been a very great addition to the department and
has brought significant experience from his previous career with the RCMP.
We saw 2 promotions at our Platoon Sergeant rank and it is great to see these new
supervisors embracing their new role.
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The current Collective Agreement that expired on December 31, 2015. We began
bargaining in late 2017. This will continue into 2018.
We undertook an Employee Engagement exercise this year to assist with enhancing our
workplace and improving our employee’s job satisfaction. This led to a meaningful
dialogue resulting in a number of initiatives that we feel will promote better
communication and general employee wellbeing. Employee wellness and development
speaks directly to service delivery.
Operational Highlights
The overall case count was 4400 vs 4590 in 2016.
2017 Year End Statistics:
Offence
Robbery
Assaults/Sex Assaults
Utter Threats

2015
1
26
10

2016
0
24
8

2017
0
28
13

B&E – business
B&E – residence
B&E – other
Theft of Motor Vehicle
Theft from Motor Vehicle
Theft under $5,000
Fraud
Mischief

8
45
17
3
88
89
38
127

5
43
11
7
95
85
46
122

5
23
5
4
107
66
45
109

Cause Disturbance
Counterfeit Currency
Trespass at night
Breach/Bail violations

8
2
3
10

11
14
2
4

13
2
1
8

Drug Possession

34

20

29

Impaired Drivers (CC and 90 day
IRP)
Fail to Stop (Provincial)

35

17

33

19

14

15

There was a general decrease in property related crime but we did see an increase in
theft from motor vehicles. The vast majority of these involved vehicles left unlocked by
the owners. We undertook a number of public education initiatives such as the Lock It or
Lose It program where we check parked cars and leave notices when they were found
unlocked. We also did some significant messaging through the media. We have been
working with our neighbouring police agencies on intelligence sharing as it relates to
street level criminality.
An area worth highlighting is our work with chronic offenders. This typically involves
identifying criminals living in the area and directing our attention to them. This can
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involve simply making contact with them or persons they reside with to gain an
understanding of them and perhaps offer supports to assist them in not reoffending. In
many cases there are court imposed conditions either in the form of probation orders or
conditions of release. We make regular attendance to ensure compliance with these
conditions and will work closely with the other criminal justice workers to address any
breaches of the conditions. We have had some notable successes that we believe have
impacted the property crime numbers.
A trend towards mental health related cases was evident and our members treated
these cases with the required sensitivity. Care if given to connect with the health
community to identify long term supports. Oak Bay saw senior related crime such as
frauds and scam attempts. We provided public education on this through media articles
and presentations. We also saw cases of persons struggling with the early onset of
dementia considering the demographics of the community.
Motor Vehicle Collisions / Enforcement

Collisions
Violation Tickets/Warnings Issued

2015
189
1205

2016
149
1043

2017
143
1391

The total collisions held steady from 2016 but were down significantly from 2015. Our
members were engaged in higher levels of Motor Vehicle Act enforcement both due to
collision data and complaints from the public. Impaired enforcement also shows a
significant increase.
Four events of significance in 2017:
This is not a complete list of significant investigations this year but does demonstrate
work performed by our members.
On April 25, 2017 OBPD responded to a report of an day time break and enter on the
Esplanade in which a female occupant was assaulted and received significant injuries.
The ensuing investigation involved Saanich PD forensics and detectives along with
OBPD personnel. This matter is still under investigation.
On June 3, 2017 OBPD responded to a complaint of a deceased person in Bowker
Creek. Saanich PD forensics and detectives assisted with this investigation. The
Independent Investigations Office (IIO) asserted jurisdiction as one of our members had
dealt with the deceased the evening prior. The IIO investigation later confirmed the
actions of the police were appropriate. The scene was held by the police and further
investigation showed the death to be accidental.
On October 11, 2017 a protest camp that reported to be highlighting the homelessness
situation arrived in Oak Bay. The group remained in Oak Bay for 3 weeks relocating to 3
locations before moving on to another community. A great deal of time was invested in
communicating with the organizer and concerned citizens from the community. OBPD
ensured any public safety issues were addressed. The community saw some increase
in low level crime and the District of Oak Bay took steps to ensure each site was clear of
hazards as each encampment was vacated. There were significant resources utilized
during this event.
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On December 25, 2017 OBPD responded to an event determined to be a double
homicide. While OBPD members managed the initial response and scene containment,
the Vancouver Island Integrated Major Crime Unit led the investigation. One person has
been charged and is currently before the courts. This matter has been widely reported
on and the community are aware of the circumstances. This particular event
demonstrated the professionalism and compassion of the OBPD members.
Training
The department is constantly seeking out training opportunities and meeting mandatory
requirements. We are focused on developing our people and enhancing our service
delivery. Some highlights:













Coaching and Mentoring
Police Leadership Conference
Firearm Instructor
Firearm Armourer
Fair and Impartial Policing Instructors
Crisis Incident Stress Management
Forensic Interviewing
Police Mountain Bike Training
Victoria Child Abuse Prevention and Counselling Centre Multi-Disciplinary
Training
BC Crime Prevention Symposium
Social Media investigations
Field Sobriety Testing

We were able to increase our ability to ensure member wellness by developing a Crisis
Incident Stress Management (CISM) process. We sent one member on related training
and she has connected with other resources in the region. We now have the awareness
and capacity to hold debriefings post incident in a timely manner which has been proven
to lower the incidence of long term stress related issues.
Police Act Matters
There are 3 means to address the receipt of a Police Act complaint for the public. All
involve oversight by the Office of the Complaints Commissioner (OPCC):
Question and Concern Form – A form is completed when a member of the public
contacts the department with a question or concern about a member or the department.
These matters are typically addressed through a discussion and explanation.
Oak Bay PD had 4
Registered Complaint – The OPCC accepts a complaint from the public and the required
follow up takes place.
Oak Bay PD had 1
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Inadmissible Complaint –The OPCC decides a complaint from the public is not
admissible and no follow up is required.
Oak Bay PD had 3
These are low numbers and indicative of the client focused nature of the department.
Budget Process
The annual budget process involved managing the approved budget for the current year
and developing a budget proposal for the upcoming year. Monitoring took place through
regular budget discussions with the department’s executive personnel and quarterly
reporting to the Police Board. The 2017 budget proposal was developed through an
analysis of year to year budget items and forecasting any increases or new needs.
The 2017 budget amount was $4,846,640. The final expenditure has not been
determined at the time of this report as the year end invoicing has not been completed
yet. We anticipate that we will be under budget somewhat.
Service Agreements
The department has an agreement with Saanich PD (SPD) to provide certain functions.
This allows us to meet provincial policing standards and to ensure the delivery of all
required policing services to the community that would otherwise be difficult achieve in a
cost effective means by a department our size. The previous agreement expired in 2016
and a new agreement was created in 2017. A significant change is the removal of the
Homicide Investigation component as all CRD agencies are now direct participants in
the Vancouver Island Integrated Major Crime Unit and receive this service from that unit.
The following services are included in the Saanich / Oak Bay Police Service Agreement
(with costs):


Investigative Support Services ($32,000), includes:
- Forensic Identification Services
- Computer Forensic Services
- Collision Analysis Services
- Canine Services
- Keep of Prisoners



Administrative Support Services ($20,000)



Information Technology Support Services ($22,000)



General Crime Investigation ($43,000)



Firearms Training ($3500)
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Police Dispatch
The department has an agreement with Saanich PD (SPD) for Police Dispatch and
Communication Services. This involves 911 intake and dispatching, and after hours
none emergency call taking. With this the department receives current technologies and
dispatching services. This was a $146,017 budget item.
Integrated Units
We were involved in several integrated units within the CRD. These integrated units
allow the region the capacity to deliver highly technical or specialized services. In some
cases, we had our own members in the units or simply provided funding. Included (with
our costs):











Domestic Violence Unit - $23,342
Crown Management Unit - $30175
Greater Victoria Emergency Response Team - $40,207
Mobile Crisis Response Team - $15,084
Undercover Policing Unit - $6983
Mobile Youth Services Team - $6937
Integrated Road Safety Unit – Provincially Funded
Combined Forces Special Enforcement Unit – Provincially Funded
Integrated National Security Enforcement Team – Federally Funded
Vancouver Island Integrated Major Crime Unit - $90,541

Municipal Involvement
The police department worked closely with the other departments in the District of Oak
Bay. This provided efficiencies and a team approach to meeting the community’s needs.
This included:
We worked closely with Planning, Bylaws, and the Fire Department to address some
problem properties and to provide input on new development permits.
There was a combined approach with Engineering to traffic complaints including the
deployment of speed reader boards and public meetings on some traffic related problem
solving.
Police and Fire worked together on some fire scenes and accidents both in the
investigation and securing scenes. This cooperation extends to attendance to most
large public events together such as the Night Markets and Christmas Light Up. We
also attended a number of Block Watch parties together supporting the work of these
important groups.
We worked with Recreation staff to assist with theft issues and problem facility patrons.
This presence gives some sense of security to the staff.
The department management were involved during the implementation of the
municipality’s Strategic Plan. There was also regular attendance at the municipal
managers’ meetings where common issues are discussed.
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Other
It is important for OBPD to be linked into the policing community in the province. Our
members were involved in outside committee work such as the Law Enforcement Torch
Run organization. We had members delivering training to other agencies related to
impaired driving enforcement. Many volunteered throughout the region.
The department’s executive took part in the Area Chief’s group where CRD related
matters were addressed. This covered topics ranging from the governance of the area’s
integrated teams to discussing security measures for regional events. The relationship
among the area’s police agencies is in good standing and is only benefiting the
communities we each serve.
We are also members of the Canadian Association of Chiefs of Police (CACP) and the
BC Association of Chiefs of Police (BCACP) where matters at a national and provincial
level were discussed. This included regular meetings with B.C. Police Services to
discuss topics such as funding challenges and the roll out of police standards. We had a
presence on CACP and BCACP committees for Crime Prevention, Ethics in Policing,
Mental Health Response, and Victims of Crime.
This involvement has allowed the department to have an impact outside this community.

Andy BRINTON
Chief Constable
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Support Services Section
Activity Report
November 2017 to February, 2018

Admin Sergeant
Records/Block Watch
Front Desk
Community Liaison Officer
School Resource Officer
Reserve Constable Program

Sgt Rob Smith
Rebecca
Natasha
Vacant since April 2016
Cst Markus Lueder
R/Cst Taylor, R/Cst Malhotra, R/Cst Blackhall, R/Cst Carrie, R/Cst Marshall, R/Cst Adolf,
R/Cst J. Deigh
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Admin Sergeant
The beginning of November found me attending the 39th annual BC Crime Prevention symposium in
Burnaby with two Reserve Constables. Day one involved the Provincial Police and Crime Prevention Round
Table which I was asked to facilitate. Days two and three involved a variety of excellent keynote speakers
and workshops. Topics included restorative justice, homelessness, mental health, victim’s rights and
community collaboration among others.
On November 16th, Markus (SLO), myself and a number of other members and staff of the department
attended an Emergency Services appreciation dinner at the Emmanuel Baptist Church. The event was put
on by church volunteers as a way to say thank you to police and fire personnel.
Use of Force training began in November with all members and Reserve Constables being re-qualified on
Use of Force theory, Conducted Energy Weapons, Beanbag Shotgun, baton, pepper spray, handcuffing
and lateral neck restraint. Five sessions were held in November and December.
On November 19th, a contingent of Oak Bay officers attended the funeral of Cst John Davidson in
Abbotsford. On duty deaths are always an incredibly tragic event and of course, this one was no different.
It was amazing to see Oak Bay so well represented by our members. I was pleased to bring one of our
marked vehicles over to be part of the line of agency vehicles in front of the arena where the funeral was
held.
November 23 and 24 saw me wearing my Association President hat as collective bargaining was
continued. The night of the 24th was the annual Volunteer Appreciation dinner attended by Block Watch
Captains and Reserve Constables along with various community members. I am always pleased to M/C
this event. Retired Constable Rick Anthony was the keynote speaker of the evening.
November 26th was the Oak Bay
Avenue Christmas Light Up. This
event sees the closure of Oak Bay
Avenue as the BIA welcomes the
holiday spirit into the village. Six
Reserve Constables were on hand
to help with the closure of the
street early in the afternoon and
to assist with the arrival of Santa
by firetruck in the early evening.
On the afternoon of the 28th, the
entire department got together
for our first ever “all staff”
meeting. Great discussion was
held around strategic initiatives
and departmental direction.
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On November 30th, I attended VicPD HQ for a meeting with the organizers of the Tour de Victoria bike ride
and other police department coordinators and then, later that morning I met with Cathy Noel of the
Victoria Marathon committee to discuss that race.
The evening of December 2nd saw the annual Lighted
Truck Parade come through Oak Bay. Again, this is a
relatively big event for Oak Bay as we shut down the
avenue to traffic and parking and make the village one
of the biggest gathering points along the route. The
Reserves are instrumental in making this event
successful.

The Oak Bay Merrython was held on December 3rd at Henderson Rec Centre and followed a route down
Cedar Hill Cross Road and into the Uplands. Members of our patrol division and a Reserve Constable were
on hand to see that run off to a good start.
On December 4th, I travelled to Vancouver for a BC Crime Prevention Association (BCCPA) board meeting.
The board meeting was held in the morning and a Christmas Open House was held in the afternoon. The
open house is a joint effort of the BCCPA, Block Watch BC and Police Victim Services BC. I’m involved in
all three organizations.
On December 6th, I hosted a Glock armourers course here on the island. Each police department is
responsible for servicing their pistols on a yearly basis. For the last many years, I have been the
department’s only armourer and have generally had to travel to Washington State for recertification every
three years. With the help of Glock Canada, I was able to bring the course to the island and we filled the
classroom with armourers from VicPD, SPD, Central Saanich, Conservation and even a couple of members
from Alberta. Three Oak Bay members are now certified as armourers and work is well underway to
service all of the pistols in our inventory.
On December 7th, I attended the Greater Victoria Police Victim Services Christmas dinner at the Colwood
Golf Course. As a member of that board, the Christmas dinner is always a great event as it’s one of the
only opportunities that the board has to meet with all of the staff and volunteers at the same time.
The evening of December 13th, saw the chief and me attending the Business Improvement Association’s
Christmas social at the Penny Farthing.
The events of the 25th of December put into motion a string of events that necessitated the changing of
schedules and a necessary disruption of normal workdays. Almost half of the department was at the
candlelight vigil on December 30th.
The second week of January saw the first interviews of the newest applicants to the Oak Bay Police
Reserve program. In all, we had six applications. Three people have been successful including one serving
Auxiliary Constable from the RCMP who was sworn in as an Oak Bay Reserve on February 7th.
I took two weeks leave at the end of January and attended a BCCPA board meeting in Surrey on February
6th. Planning for many of this year’s 31 special events is already underway.
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As of February 9th, I have been reassigned to cover patrol due to staffing shortages for the foreseeable
future.
Front Counter/Records
Rebecca remains very involved in the Oak Bay Block Watch program and put together the annual Oak Bay
Volunteer dinner late in November as a thank you to our Block Watch captains and Reserve Constables.
Natasha continues to fit in very well at Oak Bay and has settled in wonderfully.
Both Natasha and Rebecca have been instrumental in the roll out of Oak Bay’s recently announced Bike
Registry Program.

Community Liaison Officer
This position has remained vacant since April of 2016 pending the return to full staffing levels in
the patrol division. Some projects/initiatives generally accomplished by this position have been
put on hold.

School Resource Officer
Markus continues to be ever-present in
and around the schools and is an expected
aspect of many residents’ morning
commute doing traffic in the various
school zones, rain or shine.
November saw Markus participating in the
Bowker corridor/ Cadboro Bay project
discussions
with
Willows
school.
Architects, politicians, and HASTe (Hub for
Active School Travel) were also on hand to
discuss ways to make that corner safer for students in advance of the new construction.
November also saw the roll out of the “Think of Me” program.
The program partners with Willows School students who draw
pictures depicting driving behaviour. Driver’s caught disobeying
the Motor Vehicle Act in the school zone are given a drawing
with their ticket and are asked to think about the students their
behaviour has put at risk. https://tinyurl.com/ydh9zgdh
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On November 8th, Cst Lueder travelled to Nanaimo to attend a workshop hosted by the RCMP
designed for school and youth officers. Topics of the workshop included sexting, sexual
exploitation, missing youth, substance use, effective practices and resources.
On November 9th, Markus participated in the P.A.R.T.Y. Program with Oak Bay High students at
VGH and on the 20th, he attended a drug response discussion at SJ Willis secondary school.
November 28th saw Markus requalifying on the patrol rifle and on December 6 th, he became
qualified as a Glock Armourer.
Markus and I both joined a small group of others
to bring the Christmas spirit to our elderly by
singing at the Oak Bay Lodge and Marion Gardens
on the 11th and 12th. While we could all use a little
practice, the sentiment was appreciated.
January was fairly “unscheduled” for Markus. He
spent lots of time enforcing school zones and
spent hours surveilling the bike racks at the high
school. Cst Lueder wrote 71 tickets this reporting period on top of the countless warnings that
were also offered.
On January 29, Markus attended Uplands International School for an orientation and on the 30 th,
he went to a safety committee meeting at the SD61 School Board Office. The Regional School
Safety Committee is a new initiative started by two VicPD school liaison officers following their
attendance at a 3-day International School Safety conference in San Diego. The committee
includes representatives from VicPD, SPD, Central Saanich and Westshore RCMP along with
school board administration from the Victoria, Saanich and Sooke School Districts. Their mission
statement is: To work in collaboration with Police and School Administration to ensure that
innovative process is in place to support the safety and security of our local schools, staff and
students during both routine awareness events and critical incidents requiring immediate police
intervention.
Markus was reassigned to patrol in February and will continue to work with the schools on a
reduced basis as his patrol schedule allows.

Reserve Constable Program
The Reserves have had a very busy winter, especially around Christmas time.
Reserve Constables Taylor and Carrie attended the BCCPA Symposium with me this year and learned lots
from the presentations and workshops. This enthusiastic group volunteered over 1,000 hours in 2017.
Two of them, Roger and Jordan, put in over 300 hours each themselves.
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A recruiting drive was held in November and December with several good applicants coming forward.
Interviews were held on January 11 and 12 and three candidates were selected. We have two new Reserve
Recruits who started their training on Feb 15th and one experienced Reserve who has spent the last four
years as an Auxiliary Constable with the Westshore RCMP. Jevan was sworn in on February 7th and the
two going through training will graduate on June 9th.
Reserve Constable Blackhall has made the decision to move to Vancouver to continue his studies and has
had to leave the program. As such, with the addition of the new three, our program will be eight members
strong moving forward.
Two reserves attended Oak Bay’s first volunteer fair on January 20th and were able to provide the
attendees there with information on the Reserve Program and Block Watch.

Follow the Reserve Constables of Oak Bay at their Twitter Account.
@OakBayPD_RCst

Respectfully,
Sgt. Rob Smith
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Oak Bay Police Board
2017 Meetings & Conferences
Date
January23

Meeting, Council Chambers

Time
5:00 pm

February 27

Meeting, Council Chambers

4:00 pm

March 27

Meeting, Council Chambers

5:00 pm

April 5-7

2018 BCAPB AGM & Conference, Victoria

April 24

Meeting, Council Chambers

5:00 pm

May

Meeting, Council Chambers
(date change needed, due to stat. holiday & COW meet.)

5:00 pm

June 26

Meeting, Council Chambers

5:00 pm

Aug 8-12

CAPG Conference, Winnipeg
No regularly scheduled meetings in July & August

Sept 25

Meeting, Council Chambers
(UBCM conference, ??)

5:00 pm

Oct 23

Meeting, Council Chambers

5:00 pm

Nov 27

Meeting, Council Chambers

5:00 pm

No regularly scheduled meeting in December
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From: Perri, Stacey PSSG:EX [mailto:Stacey.Perri@gov.bc.ca]
Sent: February-06-18 7:22 AM
Subject: BCAPB 2018 Resolutions

Sending on behalf of Bill Reid
To: BCAPB Membership
An important part of each Annual General Meeting (AGM) of the British Columbia Association of Police
Boards (BCAPB) is the consideration of Resolutions forwarded by member boards.
The following resolutions are being forwarded to you with a request that this information be circulated
to your board members in preparation for discussion during your board’s next regular meeting:
1. Submitted by the Abbotsford Police Board: Responding to the Opioid Crisis: The Case for
Prevention
2. Submitted by the Abbotsford Police Board: Review the Fire and Police Services Collective
Bargaining Act
It would be very much appreciated if you could also consider providing your board’s authorized
representative the authority to vote on this resolution during the April 7, 2018 AGM.
If you have any questions or require further information, I can be reached via email
bill@callbill.ca. Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Bill Reid
President, BCAPB
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BCAPB RESOLUTION – 2018 AGM
Submitted by ABBOTSFORD POLICE BOARD
Responding to the Opioid Crisis – The Case for Prevention
WHEREAS communities in British Columbia are in the midst of a very severe health crisis that is
taking lives of mothers, fathers, sons and daughters all over the province. In 2017, 1422 people
have died in British Columbia from an illicit drug overdose. This is a significant increase from 2016,
when 993 people died of an illicit drug overdose. There is every reason to believe that this death
rate will continue unabated unless our communities change the dynamics propelling this crisis;
AND WHEREAS the Abbotsford Police Department has produced a report “The Opioid Crisis, The
Case for Prevention. The paper states that,” For a crisis caused by an unstoppable flow of drugs that
are killing people daily, the real answer lies with finding a way to successfully stop people from even
starting.” The paper concludes with recommendations for creating a structure to address the crisis;
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, THAT the BCAPB request that the Province of British of Columbia, and
more particularly the Ministry of Mental Health and Addictions, develop a comprehensive crossgovernmental prevention and intervention program and corresponding implementation plan that
has a long term vision, a well-governed and well-funded sustainable structure, as well as
measurable outcomes to appropriately address the crisis across the Province of British Columbia.
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THE OPIOID CRISIS

The Case for
Prevention

For a crisis caused by an unstoppable flow of drugs that are
killing people daily, the real answer lies with finding a way to
stop people from even starting.

Bob Rich
CHIEF CONSTABLE
ABBOTSFORD POLICE DEPARTMENT
June 2017
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THE OPIOID CRISIS:

The Case for
Prevention

Introduction
Communities in British Columbia are in the midst of a very severe health
crisis that is taking lives all over the province. The crisis is portrayed as a
problem affecting primarily people who are struggling with homelessness
and addiction. This is not true. We are in fact losing people from all walks
of life and from every economic background. Many occasional users are
aware of the risks associated with taking street drugs, yet for a number of
reasons, they continue to use drugs containing lethal doses of fentanyl
and/or its analogs.
As of April 30th, 2017, 488 people have died in BC from drug overdoses.
The projected death toll for the year is a shocking 1,400. These individuals
are members of our communities, many of whom are someone’s parents,
someone’s son or someone’s daughter. There is every reason to believe
that this death rate will continue unabated unless we change the

dynamics propelling this crisis.
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The Dynamics of Drug Use,
Addiction and Recovery
Prior to this crisis, the risk of dying while using street drugs was lower, for all types of users. It
seemed that only entrenched drug users were at risk of dying from a drug overdose. Now it is clear
that any user of these drugs has moved into the high risk category, and is at risk of dying from an
overdose.

Stages of Drug Use And Addiction

Clean, Healthy
& Sober

Youth drug use
self-medication
+ experimentation

Occasional
drug use
+ party drug use

Residential care
12-step programs

Prescribed pain
meds - opioids

Drug replacement
therapy

Illicit
Street
Drugs

Detox

Fentanyl
Laced

Entrenched
Iv drug use
& poly drug use
Loss of social
Supports

This graphic illustrates the
simplified path of a person
progressing from casual drug
use to addiction, into entrenched
intravenous and poly drug use, to
hopefully beginning the journey to
recovery, and to eventually living
a clean, sober and healthy life that
involves positive citizenship and a
meaningful existence. It is similar
in principle to the Jellinek Curve,
created in 1960 by E. Morton Jellinek,
an alcohol addictions expert who
changed our understanding of
alcoholism and addiction.
Drug use patterns in BC have
always been extremely fluid, and
based on drug availability, cost
and cultural dynamics. Heroin,
cocaine, crack cocaine, crystal
methamphetamine, OxyContin
and ecstasy have all had periods
of dominance, driven in part by
the drug culture prevalent at the
time. Fentanyl, due to its ease
of importation into Canada, its
extreme potency and low cost, is
now often mixed into, or sold as,
any or all of these drugs. Using
these drugs even once can easily
be fatal if a poorly-mixed or hyperpotent dose is consumed. Again, it
is no longer only the entrenched,
intravenous high-risk drug user who
risks death.
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A first-time drug user is now just as likely as any user to
consume a fatal dose.
We do know from evidence that the more isolated the user is, the more likely they are to die from an
overdose, given there are no available resources like naloxone (an opioid inhibitor – or “antidote”) to
resuscitate them. Street users are being saved from overdoses because frontline workers like nurses
and outreach addiction personnel are walking the streets where addicts gather, and are providing
services there. When someone is at home and uses while they are alone, no one is there to assist
should they overdose. Only 10% of opioid-related overdose deaths so far this year took place on the
street. Over 50% occurred in private residences.
Every youth who is offered a pill at a party or in a school hallway, is at risk. Every person who uses
drugs to dull the pain of a difficult situation is at risk. Every person who struggles with withdrawing
from prescribed opioid pain medication, and turns to street drugs to “get by”, is at risk. Every person
at a party who believes they can “trust their dealer” and use drugs socially, is at risk.

There is no risk-free way to consume street drugs.
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Responding to the Crisis
Understandably, our response to date has been to go to the places where we see people dying, and
to do what we can to stop it. It is the right thing to do when responding to an acute crisis. We have
worked hard to get naloxone into the hands of all first responders and people likely to encounter
someone experiencing an opioid overdose – including drug users themselves. We have stopped
worrying about the legality of supervised injection sites and have set them up in places where
intravenous drug users congregate to facilitate rapid medical intervention if necessary. Yet the crisis
continues, and people are still dying.

BC’s Current Approach – A Response to an
Acute Crisis

Clean, Healthy
& Sober

Youth drug use
self-medication
+
experimentation

Occasional
drug use
+
party drug
use

Residential
care
12-step
programs

Drug
replacement
therapy

Prescribed pain
meds - opioids

Illicit
Street
Drugs

Our emergency health services
and fire services are going
to call after call resuscitating
victims of overdoses. Most of
the time, the individual chooses
not to go to the hospital, and
simply goes back to their
life without treatment or
counselling. We have responded
to an acute crisis. The problem
is that although this response
saves a life, it does nothing to
end the drug use and cycle of
addiction causing the crisis.

Detox

Fentanyl
Laced

CRISIS
RESPONSE
Entrenched
Iv drug use
& poly drug use
Loss of social
Supports

Supervised
Injection
Sites
Naloxone

First
Responders
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Treatment on Demand
The Vancouver Police Department (VPD) recently released a paper entitled The Opioid Crisis: The
Need for Treatment on Demand. 1 In it they make the case for a comprehensive treatment plan for
the province.

Clean, Healthy
& Sober

Youth drug use
self-medication
+
experimentation

Occasional
drug use
+
party drug
use

Residential care
12-step programs

RECOVERY
Drug
Replacement
Therapy

Treatment on
Demand

Prescribed pain
meds - opioids

Detox

Illicit
Street
Drugs

Fentanyl
Laced

Without question, the best outcome
for a person addicted to opioids is
recovery from addiction. This path
to a clean and sober life and holistic
recovery is hard, and requires a
multifaceted approach involving
the community and effort by all
stakeholders. The person must
traverse a number of stages on the
journey back to health. Access to
support and resources is a crucial
component of the recovery process.
We need a new methodology and a
re-allocation of existing resources.
A culture shift and an educated
and informed public will also help
support a successful and meaningful
approach for those at risk.

CRISIS
RESPONSE

Entrenched
Iv drug use
& poly drug use
First Loss of social
Supervised
Responders Supports Injection
Sites

Naloxone

For our police officers, treatment on demand looks like this:
A person approaches a police officer or health care professional on the street and says:
“Please, I need help. I want to get off drugs.” Without hesitation, the officer or health care
worker immediately enters that person into a system of care that connects the individual with
resources and support. The system has an infrastructure that includes detox, stabilization and
individualized treatment plans – it is a system where quality care and treatment is

a realistic option.

Recovery is possible and many people can attain
abstinence with the right support and care.
1 The Opioid Crisis: The Need for Treatment on Demand, Vancouver Police Department – May 2017
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Currently, the path for an addict seeking recovery/help is riddled with barriers of complexity, cost
and capacity. In addition to system complexities and the lack of meaningful and effective pathways
to recovery, there exists the larger issue of society’s views on addicts and addiction. Stigma and
discrimination continue to plague the addict seeking recovery. This stigma of addiction prevents
many from seeking the help they need, and prevents others from providing compassionate care
to those they see as “beyond help”. De-stigmatizing addiction is required to make treatment
accessible, and this is something all of us, as community members, must work towards.
The journey to being clean and sober and to living a healthy lifestyle is challenging, and is likely
to fail unless the individual is appropriately supported. The road is also unique to the needs and
circumstances of the individual. For some, participation in a 12-step or other non-residential
treatment program is enough for them to get off drugs, and for others a more comprehensive or
intensive solution is required.
The arguments in support of recovery from addiction are undeniable. A report has just been released
by the Canadian Centre on Substance Use and Addictions entitled, Life in Recovery from Addiction in
Canada2 that shows how successful people can be with the appropriate support. This paper reflects
the results of a nationwide survey by the CCSA and the views of leading experts in the field. The
report indicated that “The majority of respondents in recovery report having a positive quality of life,
with 90.7% rating their quality of life as either excellent, very good or good.” and that “More than half
of survey respondents (51.2%) achieved stable recovery without experiencing a single relapse.” For
many, sobriety is achievable when the appropriate resources are available.

The Case for Prevention
For a crisis caused by an unstoppable flow of drugs that are killing people daily, the real answer
lies with finding a way to stop people from initially using these drugs. The only way to ensure that
someone doesn’t die from an overdose is to ensure they don’t ingest or inject drugs.
There is no quick solution, and our current approach to this crisis has been unsuccessful. Nothing we
have done so far has slowed its progression. Along with treatment, it is time now to invest heavily
in prevention and early intervention to stop more people from starting down the curve to drug use,
addiction and death.
If drug use and addiction is understood as a progression, it becomes clear where we need to focus
our efforts. We all know that it is far easier to never start smoking than to stop once addicted.
Millions of people in Canada never started smoking because of the wide-spread anti-smoking
campaigns of the 1970s and 1980s. We did what was needed to prevent potential smokers from ever
facing that serious health risk. The same can be said for changing attitudes and behaviours around
driving while impaired. Changing behaviour through education around serious health and societal
risks has been proven to be successful when it is evidence-based, targeted, consistent and longterm.

2

Life in Recovery from Addiction in Canada, Canadian Centre on Substance Use and Addiction – May 2017
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Prevention and Intervention –
The Right Next Steps

PREVENTION

Clean, Healthy
& Sober

Youth drug use
self-medication
+
experimentation

A School based curriculum
B Media campaign
C Program for getting people
off prescription opioids

Residential care
12-step programs

Occasional
drug use
+
party drug
use

Drug replacement
therapy

Prescribed pain
meds - opioids

RECOVERY

INTERVENTION
Target people in early
stages of addiction
Illicit

Treatment on
Detox
Demand

Street
Drugs

Fentanyl
Laced

CRISIS
Entrenched
RESPONSE
Iv drug use

& poly drug
First
Safeuse
Injection
Loss of social
Responders
Sites
Supports

Naloxone

Appropriate prevention and intervention leads to early
recovery and reduces the need for crisis response.
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We have access to conventional and social media which can quickly and widely disseminate our
message. We know who has had an overdose and has required resuscitation by first responders.
We have records that show us who has been prescribed opioids and who may now be struggling
with addiction. Our young people are enrolled in schools where age-appropriate curriculum can be
delivered to every student during each school year. In Canada, we have rallied before to address
smoking, impaired driving and other behaviour-based crises. Now is the time to do it again.

“Instead of trying to catch the people who keep falling off
the cliff, let’s build a fence so they don’t fall.”
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Recommendations
For a prevention program to succeed, we not only have to provide information and education to
those at risk of drug use, we also have to acknowledge that our culture must change. This change
will require vision, strategy, time, skill, determination and resources.

The program will require:
1. Governance: Someone must be placed in
charge of a Prevention & Early Intervention
Program. We have a problem that requires a
vision, a plan and implementation under the
guidance of one person responsible for making
it happen. That person and plan will require a
multi-disciplinary team to ensure an appropriate
breadth of knowledge and experience is
available to draw on.
2. A comprehensive plan: Developing an
evidence-based plan that sets out a vision,
strategies, methods of evaluation, and
implementation is a crucial first step. The plan
must be expertly marketed to ensure the
impact of its message is fully received by all
stakeholders.

consistent across the province.
5. A targeted approach: One media message
or strategy won’t be successful. We need a
variety of tailor-made messages and programs
which address the specific cultures and
circumstances of current drug use. Youth,
people who use drugs in recreational settings,
people who use drugs to cope, and people
who have become addicted while dealing with
an illness injury will require different targeted
strategies.

6. Strategies for intervention: In some cases,
early intervention will be called for. Reaching
out to specific individuals who are suspected
of having developed an addiction will be key.
The plan must include the development of
3. Cross-government cooperation: The
tools and strategies which equip family, friends
Ministry of Health, Ministry of Justice, Ministry of
and coworkers to better identify the signs of
Public Safety and Solicitor General, Ministry of
addiction, and to assist those who are still in
Education, regional health authorities and many
the early stages of the addiction curve to get
other provincial and local government agencies
the help they need. The plan must recognize
ALL need to be part of the solution. Success
that underlying issues (such as adverse
through collaboration is empirically supported
childhood experiences) may fuel addiction, and
when targeting a crisis.
that early intervention in these circumstances
4. Long-term vision: Occasional drug users have may also be required.
proven to be resistant to accepting information
7. Evaluation: Assessment requires establishing
about drug use. Changing this culture will require
a baseline and tracking key indicators over
a long-term approach. The same is true for
time to gauge the impact of implemented
education in our schools. The program in schools
prevention strategies. Measured outcomes
should not solely focus on youth drug use, but
should be used to assess the effectiveness of
also on how youth will approach this issue as
these strategies and to modify programs as
adults. Change will not happen overnight, but
necessary to best meet plan objectives.
we need to start now to see the results of our
efforts as soon as possible. The message we
deliver needs to be sustained, and needs to be
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Conclusion:
The purpose of this paper is not to critique our response in British
Columbia so far. In many cases, the efforts to save lives have been
nothing less than heroic. We also fully endorse the work done by VPD
to make the case for Treatment on Demand.

What we present now is the right next
step: The Case for Prevention.
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“

For a prevention program to
succeed, we not only have to
provide information and
education to those at risk of
drug use, we also have to
acknowledge that our culture
must change. This change will
require vision, strategy, time,
skill, determination and
resources.”
BOB RICH, CHIEF CONSTABLE
ABBOTSFORD POLICE DEPARTMENT

ABBOTSFORD
POLICE
DEPARTMENT
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BCAPB RESOLUTION – 2018 AGM
Submitted by ABBOTSFORD POLICE BOARD
Review the Fire and Police Services Collective Bargaining Act
WHEREAS prior to 1996, Police and Fire Unions in British Columbia asked the Government to
provide Legislation that allowed for the right to arbitration to settle collective bargaining on the
basis that these employees should never take strike action and jeopardize the safety of the
communities they serve;
AND WHEREAS this Legislation, the Fire and Police Services Collective Bargaining Act, passed in
1996, has achieved its primary goal of ensuring police and fire fighters have a way of settling
collective bargaining without ever jeopardizing the service they provide;
AND WHEREAS despite the factors listed in section 4(6) of the Act, this Legislation has also had the
unintended consequence of collective agreements that are consistently higher than the rest of the
labour market in BC, and that over time this factor has widened the gap between these professions
and other employees in BC;
AND WHEREAS the cost of fire protective services and municipal policing is borne by municipalities
whose source of funding are the property owners in their communities and these increasing costs
are therefore borne by these people directly;
AND WHEREAS this Legislation has not been the subject of a review for over twenty years;
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, THAT the BCAPB request the Ministry of Labour undertake a review of
this Legislation, and that consideration be given to including a requirement that an arbitrator
appointed under this Act give primary consideration to the BC Labour Market, including
settlements for other unionized employees whose employer is either the Provincial or a BC
municipal government.
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